
PROGE LEARNING INSIGHTS
AZURE AND TEAMS TO MONITOR DISTANCE LEARNING



Proge Learning Insights: a solution that helps learning institutes to analyze 
important KPI in a simple and automated way.

Desired Outcomes

With the problems related to the Covid-19

pandemic, the Universities had to face many

organizational pitfalls related to distance

learning, but thanks to the use of Microsoft

Teams it was possible to better organize the

university meetings and courses held by the

teachers. The Teams platform, however, does

not allow reporting of data relating to calls

made after more than 30 days or the ability to

analyze teaching activities to evaluate the

efficiency of the lessons held.

Proge-Software, thanks to the technologies

made available by Microsoft Cloud, has created

an architecture capable of storing such data and

saving them within an Azure SQL Database. In

this way, through direct integration with the

Power BI Pro product, it was possible to create

advanced reports that are easy to consult.

Proge Learning Insights allows the Universities 

to historicize and monitor the progress of 

remote lessons on a daily basis. Through the 

advanced analytics Power BI dashboard it is 

possible to analyze information from Teams 

meetings integrated with those relating to study 

paths (teachers, lectures, academic year, etc.).

Challenges Ideal Solution



Proge Learning Insights is a solution that automates the management and the monitoring of the entire distance learning 
offer in learning institutes.

Efficient

Guarantees the best results with minimal effort.

- Zero on-prem footprint

- High performance, no downtime

- Completely automated

Easy

Easy integration with University services

- No manual updates, no errors

- Technology is containerized

Fast 

Dramatically reduces teams management 

overhead.

- Faster reporting

- High quality level

Proge Learning Insights: a solution that helps learning institutes to analyze 
important KPI in a simple and automated way.



Customer Success Story

Uni Bologna was a pioneer in the adoption of Proge

Learning Insights and believed from the beginning in the

potential of our solution. They’ve been payed off by being

ready to provide their students with distance learning

since day 1.

Deal Size:

10K Azure

25K Professional Services

Proge Learning Insights: a solution that helps learning
institutes to analyze important KPI in a simple and automated
way.

Through the integration of Azure, Microsoft Graph API
and Teams with all the information systems of
universities and educational institutions, Proge
Learning Insights responds in a timely, rapid and
efficient way to the growing need to remotely manage
lessons, laboratories and exams.

Proge Learning Insights is a solution that automates the 
management and the monitoring of the entire distance 
learning offer in learning institutes.

Win Results
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THANKS!

CONTACTS

Matteo Sposito, Account Manager | BU: Software Development, Data & AI

E: matsposito@progesoftware.it

Andrea Piccolo, Account Manager | BU: Cloud Adoption, Evolve Your Infrastructure

E: apiccolo@rogesoftware.it
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